Web Age Partner Opportunities

BUNDLED SOLUTIONS

PUBLIC CLASS OPPORTUNITIES - LVC

COURSEWARE

Top Training Trends for 2018

JavaScript frameworks
WA2725 Comprehensive Angular 6 Programming
WA2729 Angular 6 Deep Dive Training*
WA2452 Node.js Software Development
WA2442 Introduction to JavaScript
WA2583 React Training: React JavaScript Programming
WA2494 Introduction to Java 8 Using Eclipse

Big Data/Spark/NoSQL
WA2592 Applied Data Science
WA2688 Data Science and Big Data Analytics
WA2503 Hadoop Programming on the Hortonworks Data Platform
WA2266 Development With MongoDB

DevOps
WA2621 DevOps Foundations for Java with Git, Jenkins, and Maven
WA2321 Continuous Integration with Maven, Jenkins and Nexus
WA2308 Continuous Integration with Maven, Jenkins and Artifactory
WA2410 Git Training: Intro to Version Control with Git
WA2271 Jenkins Training: Continuous Integration with Jenkins for Developers and DevOps Initiatives

Cloud
WA1723 Cloud Computing Primer
WA2720 Cloud-Native Application Modernization
WA2607 Mastering Microservices with Spring Boot/Cloud

Architecture
WA2325 Solution Architecture Training:
SA Practitioner’s Guide (Extended)
WA2579 Technical Introduction to Microservices
WA2594 Introduction to Domain Driven Design

*Bundled Solutions

Web Age Solutions has broad, real-world experience, delivering to over 50 of the “Fortune 100”.

Our bundled solution offers partners the ability to deliver our proprietary courses paired with industry expert trainers who have years of experience as Developers, Administrators and Architects.

Our areas of expertise include Architecture, DevOps, Mobile Web, Java EE, Angular, Big Data and more...

Public Class Opportunities

Instructor Led Live Virtual Classes (LVC)

With our comprehensive technical programs, Web Age provides cutting edge training solutions for individuals in need of improving skills, including hands on experience working with the latest technologies in live project situations. These classes are conducted on an ‘Instructor Led Live Virtual’ basis.

Partner Fee Schedule
• First 2 students 30% discount per student*.
• Enroll the 3rd or 4th students: 35% discount per additional Student*.
• Enroll 5th + students: 40% discount per additional student*.
  (off of retail, same session)

Courseware

Web Age Solutions has been authoring courseware since 1999. We have developed over 500 technology courses on various vendor platforms, numerous development environments and industry recognized methodologies. All of our courseware is developed in-house by full time Web Age employees. We have a proven process that guarantees that all of our labs will work 100% of the time. The courseware comes with detailed setup guides, remote technical support for setup related questions and presentation and solution files for the instructor.

*Coming Soon Updated September 2018

For information please contact:
Maria Galati,
Partner Liaison
Toll Free: 877-812-8887 ext. 30,
Skype: maria.galati2013,
maria.galati@webagesolutions.com